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-i'le nspector ln-charge
3ankura Police Station
3ankura

Sub: Lodging of FIR U/S 135(iXb) of the electricity act of 2003 amended
in 2OO7 against accused Bipadtaran Dutta(User), S/o LT Balaram Dutta,
Vill- Kalabati, p.O:Adharthole, p.S & Dist Bankura.

Dear Sir,

I Bikash Kumar Dalal S/o LT Pravakar Dalal, A.E & S.M Lalbazar ccc, W.B.S.E.D.c.L being empowered by
electricity act of 2003 amended in 2Oo7 do hereby lodge complaint against accused Bipadtaran Dutta(User), s/o
LT Balaram Dutta, Vill- Kalabati, P.O: Adharthole, P.S & Dist Bankura to the effect that receiving an information
the aforesaid accused person is committing theft of electricity by bypassing the energy meter with tapping the
existing service cable of consumer lD 232070981 namely Angurbala Dutta for his domestic use.

on getting information, between L2.10 hrs to 12.4ohrs. I alongwith, Mrs Amrita sarkar, SAE(E), sri Rudra prasad
Dutta, (LM), Sri Chintaharan Chakraborty(TSH), Sri Jiban Baskey (oSH) of Lalbazar CCC, inspected the house of
Angurbala Dutta, C/o.Bipadtaran Dutta, Vill- Kalabati, p.o: Adharthole, p.S & Dist Bankura.

During inspection it was detected that the accused Bipadtaran Dutta, s/o LT Balaram ,Dutta, Vill- Kalabati, p.o:
Adharthole, P's & Dist Bankura has committed theft of electricity by bypassing the energy meter with tapping
the existing service cable of consumer lD 23207098L namely Angurbala Dutta, c/o.Bipadtaran Dutta, as energy
consumption is not recorded in the energy meter.

I prepare the inspection report at site and assessed load of 0.53 kw. t directed sri Rudra prasad Dutta, (LM), to
disconnect the service of Con lD 2320709g1..

From the above arrangement he was using the following electrical equipments.
1)pomesticFridge1no.@180watt,2)colourTVLno.@100watt,3)ceilingFan3nos.@60watt,4)cFL5nos.
@ 14watt.
Out of which I seized the following '
1) 2 core PVC Service cable with tapping arrangement approx t2 ft,2) single core pVC copper cable approx

15ft.
seizure list was prepared at the site, representative of the accused person refused to sign.
The inspection team left the premises at vill- Kalabati, P.o: Adharthole on 12:40 p.M. The accused person has
committed an offence u/s 135(iXb) of the Electricity Act 2003 & subsequently Electricity (Amendment) Act-2007. 

i
You are requested to take cognizance of this complaint and treat is as FIR and action may be taken as per rule.

Enclo: i) Original copy of inspection report.
ii) Original copy of seizure.list.
iii) Seizure articles as label.
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